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A lot of material for fantasizing 
PERFORMANCE Campaign of the painter Kaikaoss in Mülheim’s „Kulturbunker“ 
By Jürgen Kisters 
The fact alone that the artist Kaikaoss is from Afghanistan is already interesting to the local au-
dience. And when Kaikaoss has a woman in a burka make an appearance in a performance dur-
ing the opening of his exhibition on October 26, 2010, in Mülheim’s Kulturbunker, it will be-
come even more interesting. Not only because the artist enriches his exhibition with the dimen-
sion of action art, but especially because he is handling such a risky subject. Some will react to 
the campaign (Burka meets art) with indignation because they feel offended in their religious af-
filiation. Others will see a contribution to freedom of voicing one’s opinion which consists 
straightforwardly of not only guaranteeing freedom of religion, but also the right to criticize it. 
The method of action art is an ideal one especially for this subject. It throws the body of the per-
forming artist into the breach to obtain the greatest intensity. While in the tradition of Western 
avant-garde art this is often a naked or angry body, it is, in the case of the envelopment with a 
burka, a body which is seemingly nonexistent. This inevitably results in reflections and discus-
sions about the meaning of the (female) body in society and in individual experience. 
The pictures of the artist, born in 1965, who studied painting in Belarus from 1984 until 1990, 
give a lot of material for fantasizing, telling stories and reflecting. With their figurative motifs, 
they are situated in the midst of the touchy subjects of the current, quite muddled situation in Af-
ghanistan. Few countries have been afflicted by war and destrucion in the past decades like the 
country on the Hindu Kush mountains which was once known as the hippies‘ romantic holiday 
destinations. At least since German Bundeswehr troops have been stationed in Afghanistan to 
defend freedom and democracy against the radical Islamic Taliban, Afghanistan has, in this 
country become a place that almost self-evidently accompanies the daily news. A place that, 
along with the shock, as well confronts us with our inexperience on a daily basis. 
Kaikaoss directly nudges us in the direction of this dilemma by confronting us with exotic unfa-
miliarity, warlike violence, Afghan past and Afghan present all at the same time. Since 1991, 
Kaikaoss has lived in Germany. And since then, he has developed a style of painting in which he 
connects elements of Arab folk art, the image language of surrealism and expressionistic paint-
ing. Moreso, his painting follows the certainty that art ought to thematize social problems as well 
as the question of the meaning of life. 



 
 


